Liberal decline following Menzies. Howson was a member of parliament from the flrst election after the Labor split. 1955. until the advent of the Whitlam government in 19n. He was a minister from 1964 until his demotion by Gorton in 1968 and ahen minister again under McMahon from mid 1971 until the government's faD in December 1972. Howson' s role and influence in the Liberal Party were greater than is suggested by the relatively junior portfolios he held because of his connections with the business and Liberal Party establishmenlS in Melbourne. In many ways the most politically interesting aspect of the diaries is his leading role in the overthrow of John Gorton as prime minister.
Diaries make compulsive reading. They are more revealing than memoirs and autobiographies, where too often the inconsistencies. uncertainties. and false staml are transformed into a smooth retrospective. 1 I~ first appeal is the revelations about feelings beyond public view in conservative politics:
We were all scared of (Menzies) in Cabinet; most Dr Tiffen. I Because reponers live off others' discJosures it is nonnallhat they also offer disclosures in return, and inevitable that this will extend to reveJ,ations and gossip about the media. Given that they are so interested in others' internal operations, reporters can Iwdly think there is anything improper about offering views on their colleagues.
The 'internal problems' Bennetts was referring to were probably the accession of Graham Perkin as editor. Others may question BeMeus' judgment but, unless he is seeking external intervention, not his right to offer it to outsiders. In the advice cited above, Reid is acting as a technical adviser in dealing with a media problem -probably a common activity of jOW11alists and in cases like this, where the politician has been the victim of a baseless report which he is having trouble rectifying, not problematic. In the earlier quote about the troublesome independence of the press gallery, if Reid were advising the government to circumvent the gallery by going to their editors, his colleagues would be less likely to be impressed.
The line between tecbnical adviser and political advocate is a fine one, and from Howson's account, some journalists were more participants than observers. One must proceed with caution here. Howson. like an politicians, is primarily attuned to questions of support and opposition, seeing news accounts in tenns of their partisan implications. This can produce misperceptions. The diary typically describes stories as 'helpful' or as 'attacks'.
The press has been attacking me this morning, saying that I am bound to be dropped from the Ministry at the end of !he week. (February 1968) One of the few people in the diaries who figure more than Alan Reid is Sir William McMahon. The diary gives ample testament to the potency of leaks in fuelling resentments and suspicions in party battles:
Bill McMahon ... (told) me that most of the leaks to the press, particularly to the Bulletin, over the last week on defence JJlIUten have been through Malcolm Fraser talking to Frank Packer. I reminded Bill that I had suggested that Malcolm was the main leak of Cabinet secrets just at the time before Harold died, and Bill McMahon oonfinned that he knew this (24 May 1968) (Don Chipp) is most unhappy to have learnt of the machinations of Malcolm Fraser, who has been going out of his way to set the press against both the Navy and Air, and to a certain extent against Defence. and against Bill Snedden in order to increase the press estimate of Malcolm himself, Don has just had concrete evidence from cenain press correspondents that this has been happening. and it confirms what both Don and I have felt over the last few weeks. This is one of the crosses, I told him, that we both have to bear ... we can take suitable action to deal with it. The prevalence of leaks even seems to have occasioned a widening of the vice-regal role which constitutional scholars can ponder.
At dirmer Bill (McMahon) asked me why I thought he was not trusted. I tc;lld him of the views of the party on his relationship with Max Newton which had caused so much conunent. . .Bill also told me of a talk he had had with the Governor-General (Casey) concerning his own position. in which it had also been made clear by the The last is one illustIation of the continuing interplay between news reporting and the unfolding of political episodes illustrated in the diaries. Sometimes it is prosaic -the use of media content to add ammunition in ongoing political manoeuvres:
The Sydney Morning Herald today has a highly critical leading article on Dudley Erwin, and this will give me a tag on which to hang my general line of criticism. (18 April 1969) At others it is more dramatic, as in the development of the VIP planes affair. This, the major blight on Howson's career, and one which aided Gorton's rise to leadership, was a strange episode concerning the government's use of aircraft for ministers and others. which grew into a cause cel~bre because of the government's mishandling of it. 
